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Was 180 which isn't bad but after system was 144 and may actually do ... This is the results you
are interested in. It's hard to consume 6 times a day. I only ate 5. Need motivation? I am 5' 11.
Was 180 which isn't bad but after plan was 144 and could actually do a men's force up. I just
talked to a relative who sounded so despondent after caring for her mother for a long time - she
felt it was wasted time - but this is a much better option! The reserve addresses every detail of a
healthy life style , from a womens perspective. That can be done it!! ALL THE BEST ? DRINK
PLENTY OF WATSR!! After fourteen days if you miss a workout you'll miss it. I actually am a
complete food addict and this publication really explains why we are addict. My suggestion is to
accomplish it first thing in the morning let me give you!!!! She had a damaged hip and was in a
steering wheel chair - and managed to get out of that wheel chair by these exercises - helped by
her daughter!!! I dropped 35 pounds in the 12 week program.!!! But, one of the best reasons to
buy this is for the story (on page 17-18) of someone who utilized this at age 89!! That is it!! This is
truly an inspirational story! I desire I had known about this earlier! A pull up aswell. This is an
extremely handy book!! In case you are over 50 and also have struggled to see .! A classic, full of
good advice on diet and exercise! I got results in my 40's using it. However the diet has to be
followed closely. If you set off it, you will regain pounds. But it will obtain you on the right course
exercise wise definitely. Stay with it! Better strategy to use!. If you are over 50 and have
struggled to see improvement with your diet and exercise plan, this reserve helped me
personally significantly press through the barriers and both see and experience results!.!
Mandatory Reading for all Women- your not too youthful or to late to begin!. Did not like the
method it was broken up into years of existence because I concentrated on my age group but
had to return and go through. This gave me the attitude that it didn't apply now- but it did.
enjoying! It had been a waste of time and money Absolutely no information that you can't get
anywhere else. I should possess paid attention to other reviewers more properly. Good info, if
you actually do it Good info, if you actually do it. A staple piece to focusing on how the body
metabolizes food and just why consuming more frequently but smaller sized portions is an
essential part of this lifestyle of diet and exercise! Hard to refer to tables in Ereader format -
recommend hardback. You are feeling so much better when you do it! It really is written clear
and has some very nice suggestions. Major Disappointment! No Pictures, all dark and white,
thought it had been a cookbook! Very disappointed Great! GREAT Go through!!! Please give this
program a try. Loved it! GREAT Browse!.!! Meh Obtain the Phillips / original version. No
information on how to work out or how to eat successfully.. Five Stars I read it. The information
was spot on!! It had been a waste of money and time. Five Stars great book
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